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Abstract—How to excite and control a nontrivial state in a 
Hamiltonian system by using a perturbation and without 
feedback? A solution to this problem via passage through 
resonances and adiabatic synchronization is discussed. The 
idea is based on capturing the system into persistent (auto-) 
resonance  with a chirped frequency driving perturbation such 
that the driving amplitude exceeds a threshold. Among other 
applications, this approach allows efficient control of a classical 
state of Rydberg atoms in 3D, yielding gradual acceleration of 
the electron in the atom, until approaching the stochastic 
ionization limit. A similar phenomenon explains the Plutino 
puzzle of the early evolution of the solar system.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Formation and control of nontrivial states in a nonlinear 
system by starting from a simple equilibrium and using a 
perturbation is one of the most important goals of nonlinear 
science. Typically, such control can be achieved by using 
some sort of feedback scheme (this is how we excite a 
child's swing, for example). However, realization of the 
feedback in more complex systems requires careful 
diagnostics of the evolving nonlinear state and becomes 
increasingly difficult with the increase of the number of 
degrees of freedom. This leads to a question of whether one 
can avoid feedback for controlling a system in some domain 
of allowed states, still using a simple controlling 
perturbation. Remarkably, in a large class of applications the 
answer to this question is positive. The idea is to exploit the 
salient feature of nonlinear systems to stay in resonance with 
driving perturbations even when the driving frequency 
varies in time. This self-phase-locking ability is usually 
referred to as the autoresonance phenomenon. The 
persistent phase-locking in the driven system is translated, 
under certain conditions, to a large excursion in the 
available solutions space. Thus, in autoresonance, the 
system is controlled by an oscillating perturbation simply by 
variation of external parameters. The autoresonance 
phenomenon was first used 60 years ago in applications to 
particle accelerators [1,2]. Only relatively recently it was 
identified as a general phenomenon characteristic of many 
nonlinear systems. First application outside accelerators 
field was reported by Meerson and Friedland [3], who 
studied autoresonant excitation of one-dimensional Rydberg 
atoms. Since then, similar ideas were applied in a variety of 
dynamical  [4-10]  and extended  [11-17]  systems.  Most 
recent  applications  involve  control  of non-neutral plasmas    
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vorticity dominated flows [18,19] and excitation of 
multiphase nonlinear waves [20,21].  
   This work reviews the theory of dynamic autoresonance 
and illustrates it in three applications. In particular, we 
discuss autoresonant excitation and control of a pendulum 
(Sec.II), manipulation of a classical state of a Rydberg atom 
in 3D [8] (Sec.IV), and a related Plutino problem [10] in 
planetary dynamics (Sec.V). All these applications involve 
passage through resonances and a universal threshold 
phenomenon for adiabatic synchronization (Sec.III). 

 
II. AUTORESONANTLY DRIVEN PENDULUM 

 
We proceed from the problem of excitation of a pendulum 

to large energies by a perturbation and without feedback. 
Starting in equilibrium and slowly passing through 
resonance yields the solution to this problem. This is 
illustrated in Fig.1, where the solid line shows the evolution 
of the "energy"  of the driven pendulum  1cos5.0 2 +−= uuE t

 
                               ,             (1) dtt uu φε cossin =+

 
where the driving phase is , while the driving ∫= dttd )(ωφ

frequency  decreases in time, passing linear tt αω −=1)(
resonance at t=0. We used parameters 001.0,02.0= α =ε  
and initial condition 0=u  at t=-300 in this simulation. One 
observes a continuing growth of energy in the Figure, 
approaching the maximum possible energy 2=E  of 
oscillations despite the smallness of the driving amplitude. 
One also finds that there exists a sharp threshold on the 
driving amplitude (in our case ) below which the 0185.0=thε

 
    
Fig.1. Autoresonantly driven pendulum. Energy versus time        
for driving amplitudes above (solid line) and below (dotted 
line) threshold. 
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energy saturates at a relatively low level (see the dashed line 
in Fig.1 for 0165.0=ε ). We shall discuss the threshold 
phenomenon in Sec.III.  
 

 
 
   Fig.2. Adiabatic phase locking in the driven system.  
Solution u  (solid line) and rescaled and phase shifted by π   
driving function (dotted line) versus time. 
 
   For a better understanding of the growing energy solution 
( ), we show the actual evolution of u in our example thεε >
in Fig.2 (solid line). In the same Figure we show function 

)cos(5.05.2)( πφ ++= dtf  (dotted line) representing the 
driving perturbation which is scaled up in amplitude for 
better exposition and with the phase shifted by π . One 
observes a nearly perfect phase-locking (synchronization) in 
the Figure, as frequency Ω  of the pendulum follows the 
driving frequency despite the decrease of  with time. At )(tω
the same time the phase of the pendulum follows that of the 
drive shifted by π . This continuous phase-locking in the 
system constitutes the autoresonance phenomenon. The 
phase-locking yields a simple explanation of the observed 
growth of the energy of the driven system. Indeed, in 
autoresonance, , while )()( tE ω≈Ω )(tω  decreases in time, 
and the only way for the pendulum to decrease its 
oscillation frequency is to increase its energy. Remarkably, 
in autoresonance, we approximately know the time 
dependence of the amplitude (energy) of the pendulum from 
its algebraic relation to the driving frequency, while the 
phase of the pendulum is nearly the same as the driving 
phase. Therefore we know an approximate solution of the 
driven problem at all times, a rare situation for a non-
autonomous system. 
   The general theory of autoresonance in driven one-degree-
of-freedom dynamical systems is developed in [13] on the 
bases of the Whitham's averaged variational principle [22]. 
This approach is equivalent to analyzing the driven problem 
in terms of the action-angle variables, but is more general 
and can be applied in studying autoresonance in extended, 
multidimensional systems. This theory explained most 

stages of the autoresonant evolution, i.e., the initial (linear) 
phase locking stage prior the linear resonance, as well as 
weakly and strongly nonlinear stages of interaction. For 
example, it described the slow oscillating modulations of the 
energy seen in Fig.1. The frequency ν  of these oscillations 
scales as . Nevertheless, the aforementioned 2/1~ εν
autoresonance threshold phenomenon was identified 
somewhat later in non-neutral plasma experiments [18]. In 
the next Section, we apply Whitham's approach in deriving a 
universal equation describing the threshold phenomenon for 
the pendulum and many other applications. But, prior to 
dealing with thresholds, we discuss another important issue 
associated with autoresonance, i.e. the escape from 
autoresonance when the driven pendulum approaches the 
separatrix at . We illustrate this effect in Fig.3, π≈|| u
showing the evolution of the energy of the pendulum for all 
parameters the same as in Fig.1, but for 10 different initial 
driving phases distributed uniformly between 0 and π2 . 
One can see in the Figure that the evolution is similar in all 
runs until the pendulum reaches energy 9.1≈E  at  550≈ct
and beyond  the solutions separate and become strongly ct
dependent on the initial driving phase. In some cases the 
energy exceeds 2, indicating transition to rotation. This 
evidently chaotic behavior near separatrix is related to 
resonance overlap phenomenon [23] and characterizes the 
driven system as the frequency ν  of autoresonant 
modulations of energy seen in the Figure approaches some 
fraction (~50%) of the decreasing frequency  of the )(EΩ

pendulum. 

 
 
   Fig.3. Autoresonant approach to stochastic instability. 
Energy E of the driven pendulum versus time t for 10 
different initial driving phases.  
 

III. THE THRESHOLD PHENOMENON 
 

   The autoresonance threshold is a weakly nonlinear 
phenomenon, so we consider a weakly nonlinear driven 
pendulum problem 
 
                   ,    .          (2) dtt uuu φεβ cos3 =−+ 6/1=β
 



The Lagrangian of this problem is 
 
                   dt uuuuL φεβ cos)( 4

4
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According to Whitham [22], we seek a two-scale 
representation of the driven solution, i.e. )(cos)( ttau θ= ,  
where θ  is a fast angle variable, while the amplitude a(t), 
frequency  and the phase mismatch tθ=Ω πφθ +−=Φ d  are 
slow functions of time. We substitute this representation into 
the Lagrangian and average it over θ , yielding the averaged 
Lagrangian 
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The averaged Lagrangian yields the following evolution 
equations for the slow dynamical variables in the problem: 
  
        ,cos)/(,sin 2
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where we used  and )1(212 −Ω≈−Ω

tttd αωφ −== 1)()( . Finally by introducing dimensionless 

time  and driving parameter t2/1ατ =
εαβμ 4/32/12/1

2
3

4
1 )( −= , and defining a new 

complex dependent variable 
)exp()( 4/12/12/1

2
3

2
1 Φ−=Ψ − iaαβ , we convert system (5) of 

real equations into a   nonlinear Schrödinger-type equation 
 
                      ,                     (6)  μττ =Ψ−Ψ+Ψ )|(| 2i
 
which is fundamental to this and many other autoresonant 
applications. It is this single parameter equation which 
describes the threshold phenomenon in the system. Indeed, 
we are interested in passage through resonance, i.e., by 
starting from  at 0=Ψ −∞→τ , seek an asymptotic 
solution for   at Ψ ∞→τ . One can identify two such 
asymptotic solutions of (6): (a) a constant amplitude 
(bounded) solution )exp( 2

20 τia=Ψ  and (b) a growing 

amplitude solution, τ~Ψ . It is the latter, phase-locked 
( 0 ) solution comprises the autoresonant state in the =Φ
system. Note that  means that the phase of the driven 0=Φ
pendulum is the same as that of the drive shifted by π , as 
indeed can be seen in Fig.2. But how the system makes the 
choice between the saturated and phase-locked solutions by 
starting from the same (zero) initial conditions? The answer 
is simple: it is the parameter μ in (6), which controls the 
bifurcation. Numerically, one finds that a sharp transition 
occurs at 41.0=> thμμ . By returning to our original 
parameters, yields the autoresonance threshold scaling of the 
driving amplitude 
 

                             .                     (7) 4/32/134.1 αβε −=th

 
Numerical simulations of the full driven system show that 
this result is correct in a broad range of parameters. As 
mentioned earlier, the sharp transition to autoresonance at 

thε  and  scaling were first observed in 4/3~ αε th

experiments [18]. It should be mentioned that a similar 
theory of thresholds for capture into autoresonance can be 
developed for any Hamiltonian, one-degree of freedom 
dynamical system, which reduces to a driven Duffing 
oscillator in the small amplitude limit. Autoresonant 
vibrational excitation of diatomic molecules in 1D by 
chirped frequency radiation [6] is one such example. The 
problem of thresholds and the relation between the classical 
autoresonance and quantum-mechanical ladder climbing 
process in this case is discussed in [9]. This completes our 
review of 1D autoresonance and we proceed to examples of 
autoresonance in systems with more than one-degree of 
freedom. 
 

IV. 3D RYDBERG ACCELERATOR 
 
   Here we address the question of how to control a classical 
state of the electron in a Rydberg H-atom in 3D, i.e., 
manipulate its energy, orbital eccentricity and inclination by 
a small perturbation. A similar question in 1D was studied in 
[3] and the term "Rydberg accelerator" to describe 
autoresonant excitation in this case was suggested in that 
work. Here we discuss a general 3D case [8] using  passage 
through and capture into different resonances in the 
problem, the possibility arising due to a larger number of 
degrees of freedom. A similar theory was recently 
developed for control of vibrational and rotational degrees 
of freedom of diatomic molecules in 3D [24]. 
 

 
    
   Fig.4. The Keplerian ellipse (dotted line) and Euler's 
angles i,,ψφ . The polarization of the driving electric field is 
in the Z direction.   
 
   We consider a classical electron in an H-atom perturbed 
by linearly polarized, chirped frequency oscillating electric 
field in the Z-direction (see Fig.4). The dynamics of the 
electron is governed by Hamiltonian 
 



                           ,                            (8)     ]cos[0 ∫+= dtZHH ωε

 
where the unperturbed part rpH /12

2
1

0 −= . We focus on the 
case when the unperturbed electron starts on a circular orbit 
of radius  [angular frequency ] and 0r

2/13
00 )( −=Ω rme e

replace  in the Hamiltonian, equivalent of using 1, =eme
dimensionless time , dimensionless coordinates tt 0Ω→

0/),,(),,( rZYXZYX → , radius  and momentum 0/ rrr →
)/( 00rmpp eΩ→ . The dimensionless electric field amplitude 

in (8) is  The important step in studying .)/( 0
2

0 Eer=ε
autoresonance in this problem is transformation to the 
canonical action-angle variables  and 3,2,1I 3,2,1θ  of the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian. The normalized set of such action 
variables is related to different physical quantities, 

01 / MMI z= , , and , 02 / MMI = 2/12
0

4
3 |)|2/( EMemI e=

where  are the angular momentum, projection of EMM z ,,
the angular momentum on the direction of polarization of 
the driving field and energy of the unperturbed electron 
respectively, while  is the initial angular 2

000 rmM eΩ=
momentum. The formal reduction procedure to the action-
angle variables is described in the classical textbook [25]. 
Here we shall present only the final results. One finds that 
the inclination angle i  of the orbit, eccentricity e  and 
normalized semi-major axis  of the orbital ellipse are a
simply related to the actions: , , 21 /cos IIi = 2

3
2
2I2 /1 Ie −=

2
3Ia = , while the unperturbed Hamiltonian becomes 

)2/(1 2
30 IH −= . Then (8) can be written as 
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Next, we use π2 -periodicity of coordinate Z  with respect 
to all angle variables and expand it in Fourier series, i.e. 
write 
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Finally, by single resonance approximation, we neglect all 
terms in the perturbation in (10), but a single term with the 
choice of resonance (phase-locking) in the system. An 
example of a single resonance approximation in the context 
of autoresonant control of orbital eccentricity is described 
next.  
   We start on a circular orbit and drive the system by 
linearly polarized electric field having chirped frequency 
passing through twice the initial Keplerian frequency 
( 2=Kω ) of the atomic electron, i.e. tαω −= 2  (the linear 
form of the chirp is chosen for convenience). An example of 
formation and growth of eccentricity with the driving field  

 

 
 
Fig.5. Autoresonant increase of orbital eccentricity of the 
driven electron during passage through 2:1 resonance [8].  
 
of this form is shown in Fig.5 for drive's amplitude 

015.0ε = ,  chirp  rate  002.0=α  and driving field 
polarization in the orbital plane ( 2/0 π=i ). The single 
resonance approximation in this case corresponds to leaving 
the term with phase factor  only in the ∫−+ dtωθθ 232

perturbing part in (10). Then, focusing on the case of small 
eccentricities, we arrive at the following single resonance 
Hamiltonian [8] 
 
           Φ+−= cossin
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where .  This Hamiltonian yields ∫ −−+=Φ 2/2 23 πωθθ dt

two conservation laws  and constII == 101 12 32 =− II , 
where initially, on the circular orbit, we set 13020 == II . 
Thus, the problem reduces to a one-degree-of-freedom 
problem for, say  and 3I Φ . We write δ+=13I , where δ  
is small. Within this approximation, 2/12 δ+≈I , , 2/1δ≈e
and 0sinsin ii ≈ . Then, to lowest order in ,  (11) yields the e
following slow evolution equations for δ and Φ  
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This system, in turn, reduces to the fundamental equation (6) 
describing weakly nonlinear stage of autoresonance by 
defining  and rescaling , )exp(6 4/12/1 Φ−=Ψ − ieα 2/1tατ =

and 0
4/3

4
6 sin2/1 iεαμ −= . Thus, we again encounter 

threshold 41.0>μ  for capture into autoresonance, yielding, 
by returning to our original parameters, the threshold on the 
driving amplitude for autoresonant control of eccentricity by 
passage through 2:1 resonance 
 



                             4/3

0sin
67.0 αε
ith =  .                          (13) 

 
Numerical simulations of the driven system agree well with 
this prediction.  
   Remarkably, as in the case of the pendulum, in 
autoresonance, one can specify the time evolution of the 
main orbital parameters algebraically. Indeed, the 
autoresonant solution satisfies continuing resonance relation 
 
                            .                   (14) ttI αω −=≈− 2)(2 3
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Therefore,  as , i.e. the electron energy ∞→3I 0)( →tω
increases and approaches ionization limit ( ), 0→H
justifying the term "Rydberg accelerator" in describing the 
evolution. At the same time, using the conservation law, 
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34
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i.e.  as , while  4/32 →e ∞→3I
  
                          .           (16) 0)1/(cos2/cos 3021 →+≈= IiIIi
    
   Finally, as in the case of the driven pendulum, one 
encounters stochastic instability as the electron energy 
approaches the ionization limit. This effect is illustrated in 
Fig.6, showing the evolution of energy in 10 numerical 
simulations of the driven system with the same initial 
conditions, but different initial driving phases distributed 
uniformly between 0 and π2 . We used 013.0=ε and 
driving frequency )2/exp()2()( tDDt αω −−+= , where 

05.0=D  and 005.0=α  in these simulations. 
 

 
    
   Fig.6. Autoresonant transition to stochastic instability by 
passage through the 2:1 resonance [8]. The electron energy 

0H  versus time for 10 different initial driving phases.  
 

V. THE PLUTINO PROBLEM 
 

   Plutinos comprise a remarkable example of autoresonance 
in Nature. The problem of Plutinos has features similar to 
those characteristic of autoresonant eccentricity control in a 
Rydberg atom (Sec.IV), but on a much larger (astronomical) 
scale of dynamics of trans-Neptunian objects in the solar 
system.  It is known that Pluto's orbit has large  eccentricity 
(  on the scale between zero and one). It is also 27.0=e
known  that  Pluto  is  in  the  3:2  resonance  with  Neptune,   

 
 
   Fig. 7. Eccentricities   and inclinations i  of KBOs e
versus semi-major axis a (from [26]). Pluto's parameters are 
plotted with the largest symbols. Positions of different 

 resonances with Neptune are indicated at the top. jj :)1( +

 
meaning that as Neptune makes three rotations around the 
Sun, Pluto makes two. Furthermore, Pluto is not the only 
trans-Neptunian object in the solar system. There exists a 
large number of masses (the largest known object has 
estimated radius of more than 1,000km) in the so called 
Kuiper belt beyond  Neptune,  and  many of  these masses 
are also in 3:2 resonance with Neptune and have large 
eccentricities. This is illustrated in Fig.7, showing the 
eccentricity of observed  Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs) as a 
function of the semi-major axis of their orbit [26].  
Parameters of Pluto are shown in the Figure by largest 
symbols. One can see that in addition to Pluto there exists a 
large group of KBOs having similar semi-major axis, i.e., by 
Kepler's law, the same period of rotation around the Sun. 
The calculation shows that the periods of these masses are in 
the 3:2 ratio with that of Neptune. These resonant KBOs are 
called Plutinos. The questions are, why so many KBOs are 
in 3:2 resonance with Neptune, why they all have large 
eccentricities, and finally, why there are no KBOs in the 
neighboring 2:1 resonance (see Fig.7)? 
   The answer to some of these questions was suggested by 
Malhotra [27] using the model of migrating planets. 
Malhotra conjectured that at the earlier stage of evolution of 
the solar system, all masses including Pluto and KBOs 
moved on circular orbits. However, Neptune (and other 
giant planets) slowly migrated outwards so that the radius of 
its orbit slowly increased by ~20% due to collisions with 
other masses in the prtoplanetary disk. Then, during the 
migration, Neptune passed 3:2 resonance with Pluto and 
other KBOs and captured them into autoresonance. But the 
only way for these masses to stay in resonance as Neptune's 
rotation slowed down, was to increase their eccentricities. 
This would explain two observed facts: a large number of 
masses in 3:2 resonance with Neptune and their relatively 
large  eccentricities depending  on  how early the object was 



 
 
   Fig.8. The geometry of the adiabatic, restricted three-body 
problem [10]. The masses  move around their center of 2,1m
mass on spiraling orbits having a slowly decreasing angular 
velocity. 
 
trapped in resonance by the migrating planet. The only 
observation not explained by this theory was the small 
abundance of KBOs in the 2:1 resonance, which was passed 
by Neptune as well during its migration. In fact, in the 
computer simulations by Malhotra, the 2:1 resonance was 
populated similarly to the 3:2 resonance. A possible 
resolution of this puzzle was suggested recently based on the 
theory of thresholds for autoresonance [10]. A short 
description of these results is given below. 
   We discuss dynamics of the Sun-Neptune-Plutino system 
within the so called planar, adiabatic, restricted three-body 
problem illustrated in Fig.8. This model treats dynamics of a 
test mass  (Plutino) in the gravitational field of two 0m
dominant masses  (Sun, Neptune) rotating around their 2,1m
center of mass on expanding, nearly circular orbits, 
unperturbed by . It is assumed that  is a small 0m 12 / mm=ε
parameter in the problem. The system is described by 
Hamiltonian 
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where we assume that the test mass moves on a circular 
orbit initially and use the same dimensionless momentum 
and radii as in the Rydberg atom problem [see definitions 
below (8)]. The distances 2,1ρ  in (17) are defined as 

θρ cos2 2,1
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while )(tψ  is the rotation angle of  , increasing with a 2,1m

slowly varying angular velocity )(tt ωψ = . We expand 

1/1 ρ  in (17) to first order in ε , yielding 
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We are interested in slow passage through a resonance in the 
system, fix the value of  in  at some resonance and 2r 1V

expand in Fourier series . Finally, we )cos()(1 θjrfV j∑=
transform to the canonical action-angle variables 
( 3232 ,,, θθII ) in the problem (see a similar development in 
Sec.IV, but with 01 =I  and  for the planar case) 1sin =i
and make single resonance approximation in the resulting 
Hamiltonian, i.e. leave only one term in the Fourier series 
for , corresponding to a particular resonance. Limiting to 1V
the case of small orbital eccentricities  of the test mass, e
this reduction yields the following single resonance 
Hamiltonian [10] 
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where  and constant coefficients  ψθθ jjjj −++=Φ 23)1( ja
need not be specified at the moment. We observe that this 
Hamiltonian is similar to that in the (planar) Rydberg atom 
problem [see (11)], if one sets .  1=j
   Hamiltonian (19) yields a conservation law 

1)1( 32+ − jIIj = , where initially, on the circular orbit of 
the test mass, we set . We again write 13020 == II

=13I +δ , where δ  is small in the initial excitation stage 

and approximate  and 2/1δ≈e )1/(12 ++≈ jjI δ  from the 
conservation law. Then, to lowest order in ,  (19) yields e
the following evolution equations for δ and Φ   
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Here we have assumed passage through jj :)1( + -th 
resonance, i.e. tjjt αω −+= /)1()( , with α  related to the 
slow Neptune migration rate. By rescaling αα →j , 

δδ →+
2

1j , and εε →+ 2/)1( ja j , this system reduces to 
(12) describing autoresonant eccentricity control in Rydberg 
atoms. But (12) reduces to the characteristic nonlinear 
Schrödinger-type equation (6), this time describing passage 
through a resonance in our planetary problem. Thus, we 
encounter the threshold on the chirp rate α  (in this case ε  
is given) for capture into  autoresonance [compare jj :)1( +
to (13)]  
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where . This formula allows 3/43/2 )()1)(/07.1( jj ajjb ε+=

calculation of the shortest Neptune migration time scale 
j

thjT α/1≡  for capture into  resonance. The result jj :)1( +



is [10]: for capture into the 2:1 yearsT 66
2,1 102,1020 ××=

and 3:2 resonances respectively. More detailed analysis 
shows that the order of magnitude reduction of  in the jT
case of the 2:1 resonance is due to a large reduction in 
coefficient  when one includes the Sun's motion in the jb

model, while the effect is not present in other jj :)1( +  
resonances. Therefore, if the actual Neptune migration 
timescale would satisfy  , years6102× << T years61020×
we would observe many KBOs captured in 3:2 resonance 
and none in 2:1 resonance, as observed presently. Thus, we 
have calculated accurate bounds on Neptune's migration 
time scale at early stages of evolution of the solar system. 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 
   This paper presents a short review of dynamic 
autoresonance (adiabatic phase-locking) phenomenon in 
Hamiltonian systems. In autoresonance the system can be 
efficiently controlled by varying parameters of oscillating 
external perturbations (e.g., driving frequency) and without 
feedback. Passage through resonances yields a convenient 
approach for entering the autoresonant regime.  The capture 
into resonance by this approach requires the driving 
amplitude to exceed a sharp threshold value. Typically, this 
threshold scales as 3/4 power of the driving frequency chirp 
rate. We have presented the theory of these phenomena in 
the case of a driven pendulum (a 1D problem), as well as in 
two related 3D applications, i.e. a driven Rydberg atom and 
the Plutino problem, occurring on vastly different 
space/time scales. Driving Rydberg atoms by chirped 
frequency radiation yields efficient control of its energy, 
eccentricity, and inclination. The approach also allows 
controlled approach to stochastic ionization as the driven 
electron approaches the ionization limit. In the case of 
Plutinos (multiple objects in the Kuiper Belt in the solar 
system, which all are in 3:2 resonance with Neptune), the 
theory of thresholds allows finding bounds on the Neptune's 
migration timescale in the early stages of evolution of the 
solar system. Studying autoresonance in dynamical systems 
with more than one degrees-of-freedom, as well as 
autoresonant manipulation and control of extended systems 
(waves, vortices etc.) seems to comprise important goals for 
future research and applications.  
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